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WASHINGTON: US consumer prices accelerated in
the year to March, with a measure of underlying infla-
tion surging to near the Federal Reserve’s 2 percent
target as last year’s weak readings dropped out of the
calculation. The rise in the annual inflation measures
reported by the Commerce Department yesterday
was anticipated by economists and Fed officials and
is not expected to alter the US central bank’s gradual
pace of interest rate increases.  Annual inflation read-
ings in March of last year were held down by large
declines in the price of cell phone service plans.

Consumer prices as measured by the personal
consumption expenditures (PCE) price index jumped
2.0 percent year-on-year last month. That was the
biggest gain since February 2017 and followed a 1.7
percent rise in February.  The PCE price index was
unchanged on a monthly basis after advancing 0.2
percent in February.

Excluding the volatile food and energy compo-
nents, the PCE price index soared 1.9 percent in the
12 months through March, the biggest increase since
February 2017, after increasing 1 .6 percent in
February. The so-called core PCE price index rose
0.2 month-on-month in March after a similar gain in
February. The core PCE index is the Fed’s preferred
inflation measure.

Last month’s increase was in line with economists’
expectations. Minutes of the Fed’s March 20-21 poli-
cy meeting published this month showed officials
expected the annual PCE price indexes to accelerate
in March partly because of “the arithmetic effect of
the soft readings on inflation in early 2017 dropping
out of the calculation.” The minutes also noted that
the rise in inflation emanating from the so-called base
effects “by itself, would not justify a change in the

projected path” for the central bank’s benchmark
overnight interest rate. 

Fed officials are scheduled to convene today and
tomorrow for a regular policy meeting. The Fed raised
rates last month and forecast at least two more rate
hikes for this year. The dollar slipped against a basket
of currencies after the data. US Treasury yields edged
lower. US stock index futures were trading higher. 

Tightening labor market
Away from the favorable base effects, inflation is

rising thanks to a tightening labor market. The gov-
ernment reported last Friday that wages and salaries
recorded their biggest increase in 11 years in the first
quarter.  Inflation is also likely to be fanned by an
anticipated pickup in economic growth, driven by a
$1.5 trillion tax cut package and increased govern-
ment spending.

The Commerce Department’s report yesterday also
showed consumer spending increased 0.4 percent in
March after being unchanged in February. The data
was included in last Friday’s advance first-quarter
gross domestic product report. Consumer spending,
which accounts for more than two-thirds of US eco-
nomic activity, grew at a 1.1 percent annualized rate in
the January-March period, the slowest pace in nearly
five years, after surging at a 4.0 percent pace in the
fourth quarter. As a result of the weakness in con-
sumer spending, the economy grew at a 2.3 percent
rate in the first quarter after expanding at a 2.9 per-
cent pace in the final three months of 2017.  When
adjusted for inflation, consumer spending increased
0.4 percent in March. The so-called real consumer
spending fell 0.2 percent in February. The rebound in
real consumer spending last month supports expecta-

tions that consumption was held back by temporary
factors and will gain steam in the second quarter.

Consumer spending in March was lifted by a rise
in purchases of long-lasting goods such as motor
vehicles after two straight monthly declines. There
were also increases in purchases of recreational
goods.  Cooler temperatures in March boosted
demand for heating, leading to a rise in household

electricity and gas purchases. Personal income rose
0.3 percent in March after increasing by the same
margin in February. Wages gained 0.2 percent in
March after rising 0.4 percent in the prior month.
With spending outpacing income, savings fell to
$460.6 billion last month from $483.1 billion in
February. The saving rate slipped to 3.1 percent from
3.3 percent in February. —Reuters

Core PCE price index increases 1.9% from year ago

US inflation measures jump; 
consumer spending picks up

WASHINGTON, DC: This file photo, shows a view of the Federal Reserve Board of Governors seal before a
briefing at the US Federal Reserve in Washington, DC. —AFP

Greece deserves 
debt relief after 
reform effort: OECD
ATHENS: Greece has made an “enormous” reform
effort since its debt crisis broke out and its international
lenders must now grant the country debt relief, OECD
chief Angel Gurria said yesterday.

Gurria, who met Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras
in Athens, urged Greece to continue with reforms after
its third international bailout expires in August. “I want
to congratulate the entire Greek people for an enor-
mous reform effort, it was a very ambitious reform
package,” he said in translated comments. “And these
reforms are bearing fruit.”

In its latest survey on Greece, the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development sees the
Greek economy growing by two percent this year and
possibly by 2.3 percent next year, Gurria said. He wel-
comed the country’s national growth strategy, which
was presented to euro zone finance minister last week,
but warned that high unemployment and low invest-
ment were still among the challenges that Greece faced.

Tsipras said Greece and the OECD would work
together in the post-bailout period and reiterated that
Greece does not need any more belt-tightening but
relief measures instead. —Reuters

ATHENS: Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras (right) welcomes Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) Secretary General Angel Gurria (left) before their talks in Athens yesterday. —AFP

HYDERABAD: Indian laborers load mangoes at the Gaddiannaram fruit market on the outskirts of
Hyderabad yesterday. —AFP

Rusal shareholder 
wants new strategy 
to face US sanctions
MOSCOW: SUAL Partners, a co-owner of
Russian aluminum producer Rusal, said
yesterday that Rusal’s board and share-
holders needed to start work as soon as
possible on a new strategy after the com-
pany was hit by US sanctions. 

Washington this month imposed sanc-
tions on billionaire Oleg Deripaska and
several companies in which he is a promi-
nent shareholder, including Rusal, in
response to what the United States called

Russia’s “malign activities.” SUAL Partners
is Russian billionaire Viktor Vekselberg’s
investment vehicle and owns a 22.5 percent
stake in Rusal.

SUAL Partners will take “all necessary
steps to facilitate the swift lifting of US
Treasury Department sanctions on Rusal,”
SUAL Partners representative Andrei
Shtorkh said in a statement sent to Reuters.
“At the same time, SUAL Partners believe
that in these circumstances Rusal cannot
keep working and evolving in the same way
as it did before,” Shtorkh said. “Serious
transformations, reflecting the new reality,
must be carried out. For this purpose, the
board of directors and the shareholders of
Rusal must swiftly start discussions on the
company’s new strategy, which will deter-

mine the new thrust of its development in
the short and longer term,” he added, with-
out elaborating on what the new strategy
might be. 

A Rusal spokeswoman declined to com-
ment, when asked about the SUAL state-
ment, as did Swiss-based trading and min-
ing giant Glencore, also a Rusal sharehold-
er and one of its biggest customers.

Rusal has been considering a range of
measures to try to convince the US
Treasury Department to lift the sanctions,
which have led customers to stop buying its
aluminum and sent creditors scrambling to
offload debt. It is planning a major overhaul
of its board and management, sources close
to the company told Reuters last week.

Rusal’s shareholders are deep in discus-

sions working out how to save the compa-
ny, a source close to the situation said.
“These discussions are important because
the company cannot deliver its products to
clients, it is operationally paralyzed, and
clients are starting to complain,” the source
said. Deripaska has also agreed in principle
to reduce his stake in En+, which holds a
48 percent share of Rusal, after the United
States said it could remove Rusal from the
sanctions list if the sanctioned businessman
ceded control.

However, a spokesperson for the US
Treasury said this did not guarantee the
end of sanctions for the company.
Vekselberg and his Renova Group con-
glomerate were also included on the U.S.
sanctions list. —Reuters

Eurozone bond yields
creep up, German,
Italian inflation 
data caps rise 
LONDON: Government bond yields in the
euro area nudged up yesterday, reversing
some of the sharp falls seen late last week,
with bigger rises limited by further signs that
inflation in the bloc remains subdued. Annual
inflation in four German states was steady in
April, regional data showed yesterday, sug-
gesting price pressures in Europe’s largest
economy are stable.

In Germany’s most populous state, North
Rhine-Westphalia, annual inflation slowed to
1.5 percent in April from 1.6 percent the previ-
ous month, the data showed. Yearly consumer
price inflation was unchanged in the states of
Baden-Wuerttemberg, Bavaria, Hesse and
Brandenburg.

Data from Italy meanwhile showed annual
inflation slowed to 0.6 percent in April from
0.9 percent in March. The inflation numbers
from two of the euro zone’s biggest economies
points to the challenge the European Central
Bank (ECB) faces in seeking to meet its target
of inflation just below 2 percent in the euro-
zone as a whole. The flash estimate of euro
zone inflation in April is due out on Thursday. 

“The German inflation data suggests another
subdued inflation reading for the euro zone lat-
er in the week,” Commerzbank rates strategist
Rainer Guntermann said. “We think the core
euro zone number could slip below 1 percent,
which may cause a headache for the ECB’s exit
strategy,” he said, referring to the central bank
ending its policy of injecting new money into
the economy, known as quantitative easing.
Benchmark 10-year bond yields were 1 to 2
basis points (bps) higher as stock markets ral-
lied and last week’s historic summit between
North and South Korea eased concerns about
tensions on the Korean peninsula, denting the
appeal of safe-haven bonds.

A softening in eurozone economic data and
signs that inflationary pressures remain sub-
dued, encouraging the ECB to hold off from
raising interest rates until well into 2019, have
supported bond markets in recent weeks.
German monthly retail sales unexpectedly fell
in March, data showed yesterday, marking a
fourth consecutive drop.

“The soft tone of today’s inflation data cou-
pled with the recent dip in the activity surveys
appears to justify the ECB’s latest decision not
to make any major changes in its forward guid-
ance for now,” Capital  Economics chief
European economist Jennifer McKeown said.

Still, a sell-off in the US Treasury market
that pushed 10-year Treasury yields briefly
above 3 percent last week has weighed on
eurozone bond markets  th is  month .
Germany’s 10-year bond yield was 1 bps
higher at 0.58 percent, above a one-week
low of 0.56 percent hit on Friday. It was
poised to end April up 9 bps, the first month-
ly rise since January.  —Reuters

EU ‘prepared’ for 
US trade tariffs as 
deadline looms
BRUSSELS: The EU said yesterday it was “prepared”
for US President Donald Trump imposing controversial
tariffs on steel and aluminum from the bloc, as a dead-
line looms amid growing fears of all-out trade war. The
European Union’s top trade official Cecilia Malmstrom
is set to hold last-ditch talks with US Secretary of
Commerce Wilbur Ross on Monday but hopes for win-
ning a permanent exemption are slim.

Trump granted the EU temporary relief from the 25
percent steel and 10 percent aluminum duties but this
expires today and cannot be renewed. Europe has lined
up its own punitive tariffs on American imports includ-
ing iconic items such as Harley-Davidson motorbikes,
blue jeans and bourbon whiskey.

Margaritis Schinas, spokesman for the European
Commission, the bloc’s executive arm, said contacts
were under way with Washington “at all levels” to try to
head off a tariff tit-for-tat but warned the EU was
ready to act, saying Brussels officials would even work
on Tuesday’s public holiday to tackle the issue. —AFP


